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The aim of this book is to introduce to readers how stars influence a marriage. It brings to fore all the
essential astrological principles related to marriage matching, so that the readers can easily get all
the information at one place. This book tells you how to dispel the unknown fears that may crop up
in selection of a bride or groom. It also tells you how the divine approval and blessings of stars play
a role in search of perfect alliance: *Find the right partner through correct horoscope matching.
*Ensure remedial measures to pacify conflicting Nakshatras and Rasis in the event of a mismatch.
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This book consists of all the essential principles of Marriage Matching so that the readers can have
their satisfaction of getting complete information through one source. The book tells us how to dispel
the unnecessary and unknown fears that may crop up in the selection of Bride or Groom. It also tells
us how the divine approval and blessings of heavenly stars play the role on the search for perfect
combination. The author also tells us the importance or elements of sex and how far Astrology may
help people to understand the nature of sex, sexual relationships and methods in regulating sexual
behaviour. This book also ensures remedial measures to pacify conflicting Nakshatras and Rashis in
the event of mismatch.

Though he had a Keen interest in Astrology, he could pursue it only after retirement in 1985. He
started his professional consultations in 1987 in the twin cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad. He
developed interest in Medical Astrology and began to give opinions from 1997 to the different
corporate hospitals of Hyderabad with regard to various problems quite successfully. The Open
International University for Complementary Medicines, Colombo conferred upon him D.Sc. in
November 1997. He got several titles from different astrological associations and bodies as well. He
has authored two books titled Astrology for Layman and Bhrigu Samhita published by us. Both have
received wide appreciation from all over India.
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